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Those of us who are babY boomers re-
member starting our careers using the old
green-screen CRTs connected to main-
irame compoters. I started with United
Airlines in the late 1970s, and we used
CRIs to connect to the "Denver Central
Sitd' for all reservations, flight check-in'
and seat assignments' The Denver Central
Site was a huge computer complex that
housed all the rows and rows of cabinets
that at the time made up one of the largest
private comPuter systems in the world' The
-CRT. 
*"r" dumb terminals that received
all their intelligence remotelY'
Below is a Picture of me working in
the United Airlines Network Operations
Center surrounded bY CRTs'
Desktop Management
and Virtualization
Fast forward 3O-plus years and we are at a new )unc-
ture of computing where we have the old model of getting
intelligence remotely, but now it isnt just a CKI bfi any
device. Enter the world of desktop management and
virtualization.
There is a huge interest in desktop virtualization
technology today because of the promises of improved
management and flexibility' Virtualization makes it easier
to manage PCs, provision new desktops' push out patches'
and enforce security policies Users get the flexibility of
accessing hundreds of software resources from any loca-
tion and anY device'
Indiana University (IU) recently received one of the
ten2Ol2 Campus Technology Innovators awards in the IT
Infrastructure and Systems category for its project titled
"IUanyWarei' The project lead for this isDuane Schau'
director, leveraged support' I spoke with him recently
about his project' IUanyWare is a client virtualization
service that allows students' faculry and staff at IU to run
centrally located software over a network on almost any
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popular device. IUanyWare includes more
ttran ZOO software titles such as Microsoft
Office and Adobe and statistical and math-
ematical software including some formerly
available only in certain computing labs'
IUanYWare came out of IU's second IT
strategic plan, Empowering People' which
called for IT elficiencies and effectiveness
and stated that technologies such as desktop
virtualization should be explored to help
reduce the costs and extend the lifecycles of
personal computing devices' This created
a starting point of a new computing model
that identifies common-good services to
reduce compute cycle overhead including
enterprise application delivery and en-
terprise machine management' Reducing
desktop suPport needs allows IU to deploy
those resources and dollars to more strategic
and innovative initiatives'
IUanyWare was launched in March 2011
and went into production on )uly lO'2012'
after a 10-month beta deployment' (See Fig-
ure 1.) It all started with a committee of 118
IT staff from all departments and schools
across IU that was tasked to determine if a
solution based on virtualization was feasible'
Committee members tested and compared
three vendor Protot)?es that were built on-
site in actual-use cases to find the best fit for
IU's needs.
The IU solution incorporates several
vendor products but is based mainly on
Citrix and Microsoft technologies' The
fundamental Citrix product is XenApp' a
centrally hosting and application server that
presents the applications to any device in-
.t.,airrg PC, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux' and
Chrome. Most of the available applications
are stored on a Microsoft App-V hub on
Dell servers, and some applications require
local installation on the XenApp server' The
management and application delivery is
done with Microsoft SCCM 2012' Figure 2 is
a diagram of the IUanyWare architecture'
According to Schau, the storage environ-
ment is key to the success of virtualization'
An important criteria was to have an easy
Figure f. iUanyWare went into production on july 10,2012.
s{d .u.Bil"..{'.4" 
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way to access user files when using IUanyWare. IU developed the Cloud Storage
Configurator to accommodate easy storage access with IUanyWare. The applica-
tion provides a storage organization inside IUanyWare that allows the end users
to define their favorite storage medium whether on or offpremises. Application
users can choose storage preferences of IU Box service, Sharepoint My Site,
IU File Share, or Dropbox. Box provides a 50 GB storage environment, IU File
Share is dependent on the department, and DropBoxt default storage is minimal
and additional storage can be purchased by the user.
Figure 2. The IUanyWare architecture
IUanyWare is very popular with the IU Kelley
School ofBusiness graduate students because it
solves the problem of crowded technology labs
and of students having to go to certain labs to use
specialized software. Now, instead of coming to
campus to use the computing labs, they can access
the applications on the go with their iPhone or iPad
or from their home computer.
Schau comments, "In the next 18 months, we
will see the effects of IT consumerizationbringing
forth an expanded proliferation ofdevices and op-
erating systems. Faculty and students will bring two
or three network devices with an expectation that
they will have access to their scholarly information
on those devices. Our virtualization environment
provides certainty and trust that lesson plans asso-
ciated with instruction will not require modification
because their Windows applications can be used on
any device whether Android, iOS, Linux, Chrome, and
other systems providing a native user experiencei'
For IU, desktop management and virtualiza-
tion are delivering on the promises of on-demand,
ubiquitous access to applications, making the cycles
ofsoftware upgrades, patches, and security updates
transparent, and using less-powerful and less-costly
desktop devices thus extending IUt lifecycle dollars.
This is the new computing model, one that is old but
new in so many wonderful ways.
a
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Who's Moving
to the Cloud?
The Government,
ACUTA, and
Some of You!
Ken Salomon (principal, Dow Lohnes,
PLLC) recently shared a report with the
ACUTA Legislative/Regulatory Affairs
Committee that reveals the parallel efforts
of our governmental agencies'cloud com-
puting efforts. In December 2010 the White
House Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) issued a "Cloud First" policy as part
of a comprehensive effort to increase the
operational efficiency of federal technology
assets. The policy mandates that federal
agencies implement cloud-based solutions
whenever a secure, reliable, and cost-
effective cloud option exists and that they
migrate three technology services to a
cloud solution by Iune 2012.Inluly 2012
the U.S. Government Accountability Office
released its status report, Information Tech-
nology Reform, and found that progress
has been made, but future cloud computing
efforts should be better planned.
According to the report, cloud com-
puting provides on-demand access to a
shared pool of computing resources; can
be provisioned on a scalable basis; and
has the potential to deliver services faster,
more efficiently, and at a lower cost than
custom-developed systems.
The following common challenges to
cloud computing are cited:
1. Meeting federal security requirements
2. Obtaining guidance
3. Acquiring knowledge and expertise
4. Certifying and accrediting vendors
5. Ensuring data portability and interoper-
ability
6. Overcoming cultural barriers
7. Procuring services on a consumption
(on-demand) basis
The report provides the following over-
view o[cloud computing:
Cloud computing takes advantage of
several broad evolutionary trends in Il
including the use of virtualization. It is a
means "for enabling convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of config-
urable computing resources that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with min-
imal management effort or service provider
interactionl' according to the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). NIST also states that an application
should possess five essential characteristics
to be considered cloud computing: on-de-
mand self-service, broad network access,
resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and mea-
sured service. Essentially, cloud-computing
applications are network based and scalable
on demand.
According to the OMB, cloud comPut-
ing brings a wide range ofbenefits:
. Economy
. Flexibility
. Speed
According to NIST, cloud computing
offers three service models:
Infrastructure as a service
Platform as a service
Software as a service
NIST has also defined four deployment
models for providing cloud services: pri-
vate, community, public, and hybrid.
Of special interest to higher-education
IT leaders may be the types of services
selected by the federal agencies to migrate
to the cloud:
. Business process management
. Correspondence/auditresolutiontracking
. Data center services: e-mail, production
infrastructure, development test, work-
place, SharePoint, project server, customer
relationship management, business intelli-
gence
. Electronic library
. Employmentverification
. Grants solutions
. Human resources (performance man-
agement)
. LAN/WAN, off-site vaulting
. Medwatch
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o Power management seryices
. Program management
. Website hosting
The entire report may be viewed at
http://wvrw.gao.gov/product s I G AO - 12 -7 56.
In this issue of the lournal, you will
learn how several campuses are approach-
ing life in the cloud, which will help you
with your own cloud decision making as
you explore and evaluate innovative solu-
tions.
One ofour roundtable discussion ques-
tions at the2012 ACUTA Business Meeting
in Indianapolis was "To what extent have
cloud services come to your schools?" The
majority of the attendees responded that
they provide student, faculty, staff, and
some alumni e-mail via a cloud service.
Many schools are looking at a way to
access e-mail and calendars, office Web
applications, instant messaging, conferenc-
ing, and file sharing, such as via Microsoft
365. Others are exploring the possibility of
cloud-sourcing such services as these:
. VoIP
. Videoconferencing
. Desktopvirtualization
. File storage
. Web servers
. LMS
. Emergency management
. Accounting
. Otherapplication-specificservices
Some schools are looking into the
development of providing internal cloud
services, some are not interested in cloud
computing at all, and everyone shares con-
cern about privacy and securify with cloud
management.
Aaron Fuehrer, ACUTA director of IT,
uses cloud management in the following
creative ways for the ACUTA office:
. E-mail for remote-office employees: a
simple solution for routing e-mail messages
to and from an employee who is working
outside the Lexington headquarters
. ACUTA Community: links our associa-
tion database in the Lexington office to the
ACUTA website in the cloud with a single
sign-on (with one username and password
granting access to all ACUTA Web ser-
vices)
. ACUTA webinar service: an enhanced,
cost-effective method of providing enrich-
ing, hot-topic webinars for the ACUTA
community in a timely manner
. Lecture capture and streaming: a way
of augmenting the membership experience
by providing anytime/anywhere access to
selected ACUTA programs that are now
videoed on-site at ACUTA events and
available at no additional charge to all
registered attendees
. ACUTA mobile app: Our desire to
meet attendees' expectations for fast, easy,
custom information and networking op-
portunities, and to increase the value of the
conference to our exhibitors and sponsors,
led to our launch of the ACUTA mobile
app at the 2012 Annual Conference.
Fuehrer continues to explore other
cloud-hosted opportunities for the ACUTA
office, such as the provision of Internet
access and VoIP services, to expand mem-
bership opportunities and capitalize on or-
ganizational cost savings and containment.
Please contact me (choch@acuta.org)
with any questions about the details of the
ACUTA cloud experience.
a
Phillip Beidelman
WTC Consulting, lnc.
Making Dollars and Sense out of
Cloud Computing
Making dollars and sense out of cloud
computing: How does one do that? A1-
though there are many examples of economic
advantages associated with some cloud-based
applications such as e-mail, document sharing,
and some forms of data storage, I cannot
report experientially that the cloud is always a
sure bet for enterprise services based on cost
performance.
The popular wisdom says that using the
cloud is cheaper, but lower cost turns out not
to be the compelling reason for cloud adoption
at the enterprise level. While the expectation
of lower cost may catch everyonet attention,
accelerating delivery of services and allowing
us to do things we otherwise cannot do are of-
ten the more compelling reasons for adoption.
To make some sense of the current state
of cloud computing with an emphasis on the
financial aspects, I will establish a context
for my comments by first introducing basic
concepts and vocabulary peculiar to cloud
technologies. Next, I will report what WTC
as a consulting firm has observed in higher
education regarding the cloud, including what
is driving interest in this area. I will close
with comments about the potential role of the
cloud within our institutions, along with some
cautions.
Basic Concepts and Vocabulary
Using a cloud to characterize access to an
undefined set of computing resources finds
its roots in many early technologies. I recall
in the late 1970s and early 1980s using cloud
symbols with telecommunication engineers
to denote the idea of large networks using
cloud images to show then-emerging virtual
private network technology. The underlying
cloud concept dates back to the 1950s with
large-scale mainframes. It was common to
share physical computer access from multiple
terminals to drive down the cost of cycle
time. The thought was then-as it is today-
to depict pooled technology resources as
an abstraction ofthe underlying infrastruc-
ture. The use of a cloud showed where the
dividing line was between the provider and
the user. Cloud computing now extends
this boundary to cover servers as well as the
network infrastructure commonly found in
the Internet.
A good contemporary definition is the
one developed by Gartner, Inc., and used
by the EDUCAUSE Center for Applied
Research, which describes cloud computing
as "a style of computing where massively
scalable, IT-enabled capabilities are delivered
as a service via the Internetl'
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) goes a bit further and
gives us more structure by defining the cloud
as "a model for enabling ubiquitous, conve-
nient, on demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction' (see
NIST Special Publication 800- 145).
So much for definitions. What matters is
that all cloud services are not created equal
and that NIST establishes that all cloud mod-
els share five essential characteristics and
have three service models and four deploy-
ment models. Let's start with the essential
characteristics.
Essential Characteristics
Cloud services have five characteristics:
1. On-demand self service. You can easily
access the service from just about anl,where
at any time.
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2. Broad network access. Access can be both fixed and
wlred, slow and fast, and again, ubiquitous'
3. Resource pooling. There must be a common set of
resources shared by manv users.
4. Rapid elasticity. Growing and shrinking on demand
so that you get rvhat you need tvhen you need it.
5. Measured service. Ideally you will pay for only
what you use.
Service Models
These f,ve characteristlcs are applied against three
broad service models: software as a service (SaaS);
platform as a service (PaaS); and infrastrr.rcture as a
service (IaaS). Following is a little on each of these.
I acknowledge my generous use of NIST sources in
defining these ideas.
SaaS is the capability for consumers to r.rse the
provider's applications running on a cloud infrastruc-
ture. Facebook, Salesforce, Hotmail, Gmail, Pandora,
and Garmin are examples of SaaS. The software is
delivered over a browser and eliminates the need to
install and run applications on the customer's own
computers/servers. Customers do not manage or
control the underlying cloud intiastructure, including
network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even
individual application capabilities, with the possible
exception of limited, user-specific, application-config-
uration settings.
PaaS is the capability for consumers to deploy
consLrmer-created or -acquired aPplications onto
the cloud infrastructure and to use programming
languages and tools supported by the provider'
Google App Engine, Force.com, Windows Azure,
WOLF, AppFog, and Parse are examples of PaaS.
This approach is primarily for softr,r'are development
to facilitate development and deploy applications
r'vithout buying, managing, and conliguring hard-
ware, middleware, and softu'are layers. The consumer
does not manage or control the underlying cloud
infrastructure, including network, servers, operating
systems, or storage, but does have control over the
deployed applications and possibly application-host-
ing enr.ironment configurations.
IaaS is the capability for consumers to prol'islon
processing, storage, netlvorks, and other fundamental
computing resources, including operating systems
and appllcations. Amazon, Rackspace, GoGrld,
CloudSigma, and Nervanix are examples
of service providers offering IaaS. The
consumer does not manage or control the
underlying cloud infrastructure but has
control over operating systems, storage,
deployed applications, and possibly limited
control of select networking components
such as host firewalls. The computing
infrastructure is qpically billed on a
utility basis with the amount of resources
consumed usually reflecting the level of
activity.
Deployment Models
Finally, there are four deployment models:
(1) private-operated solely for an orga-
nization; (2) community-provisioned
for exclusive use by a specific community
of consumers with shared concerns; (3)
public-available to the general public;
and (4) hybrid-composed of two or more
clouds bound together by standardized or
proprietary technology that enables data
and application portability.
The idea of private cloud deployment
models turns out to be a big deal in higher
education with the developments in
Internet2 (12) demonstrating the potential
for services such as IP Centrex offered by
CENIC in California.
What WTC Sees Going On
Tactically: There is no question that cloud
services are offand running, but our
experience leads us to believe the actual
rate of adoption is most likely slower than
the market and some surveys might have
us believe. Here are some facts to back up
that idea.
Public cloud workloads have had a
50 percent compounded annual growth
rate (CAGR) over the last three years, and
server growth has shifted to the cloud
with server shipments into public clouds
expected to grow at a 60 percent CAGR
through 2013. On-premises server growth
is expected to decline. (See Morgan Stanley
Research, Cloud Computing Takes Of, May
23,201L.) Curiously, in that same study
only 8.6 percent of
cloud users cited
server hardware as
the primary area
ofsavings from the
migration to cloud
computing and
only I percent cited
decrease in storage
spending. No com-
pelling financial
argument there.
Meanwhile in
higher education,
there is a different
story. A tracking
poll of 150 schools conducted by CDW-G
in 2011 shows 29 percent ofhigher-educa-
tion institutions have written strategic plans
for cloud computing, and institutions ex-
pect to spend 15 percent oftheir IT budgets
on the cloud within two years. Additional
information from that poll shows cloud
adoption in higher education to be in the
following phases: 32 percent in discov-
ery; 29 percent in planning; 28 percent in
implementation; 6 percent in maintenance;
and 5 percent not considering anything.
Our experience with client engagements
that examine applications run in large
higher-education IT organizations and the
full cost of IT services does not match the
CDW-G tracking poll. While we recog-
nize it is possible our clients simply do not
mirror the poll, we believe that what is
actually happening is a pursuit ofthe easier
targets because they are either completely
or virtually free. This situation is borne out
from other results showing that Gmail and
Google Docs are both reported as adopted
by 50 percent of respondents, MS Office
Live Meeting by 22 percent, and Salesforce
by only 2 percent. Also, l8 percent of
respondents indicated no adoption. We be-
lieve this means that once free services are
offthe table, the rate of adoption in higher
education will be slower.
Strategically: So, what is pushing the
cloud? At a technical level, convergence
improvements have made the cloud possi-
ble. Leading the pack of key innovations
are (l) virtualization software to run mul-
tiple organizations on common physical
infrastructure as if independent; (2) the
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) to
have a standard way to interchange data
between providers and users; (3) Web 2.0
technologies to allow Web-based applica-
tions to have better user interfaces using
standards-compliant browsers; and (4)
cheap commodity Internet bandwidth re-
ducing the cost ofaccess. But the real story
is just emerging.
What we see as the big drivers for cloud
adoption at an enterprise level will be
accelerated-time-to-market for new
services, increased access to resources,
improved functionality, and getting more
done with less. (See Figure 1.) We think
cost reduction will be a secondarv motiva-
tion.
Compelling evidence for this point of
view is found in a set ofstatistics published
by IBM regarding one oftheir PaaS offer-
ings summarizing experiences of 2,000 of
their engagements in the first six months of
2011 with 4.5 million daily client transac-
tions, and one million managed virtual ma-
chines. The results look to us as a portent
for the real message of the cloud.
Ifthe IBM results are anywhere near
correct, then we can see the future now.
These results are not about saving money
Figure 1. Big drivers for cloud adoption
What's Driving the Cloud
Value Delivered Traditional Cloud
Time to Complete Time to Complete
1 Change managemenl........... M0nths...........................Days or hours
2 Test provisioning..................Weeks.. 10-15 minutes
3 New dalabases....................2-6 weeks......................10-15 minules
4 New system.......................... 2-6 weeks......................5--15 minutes
5 Provisioning environmenl..... NA..................................51o/. cosl savings
6 Design and deploy M0nths...........................Days/weeks
business applications
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directly, rather they are about improving
operations and potentially bringing teach-
ing and learning and research to new levels
not formerly available.
Where the Cloud Fits ln and Some Cautions
Where to look? So we know the various
flavors of cloud services available and can
get enthusiastic about their potential role.
Now the question is where do they fit. It is
useful to acknowledge that not all applica-
tions are a good fit for the cloud. At this
point in cloud development, the decision to
consider the cloud is driven by a few things:
(1) the importance of the application; (2)
institutional risk; and (3) economics. We
know that most IT organizations use about
400 different applications, not counting
new applications being considered, those
on a wish list, or anlthing involved with
special research needs. Following is our
suggestion about how to determine which
applications might be cloud candidates'
First, consider the level of sensitivity as-
sociated with the data. The more sensitive,
the less likely the cloud is suitable because
it is diflicult to ensure treatment of infor-
mation when you do not know where it is
and who might have access to it' Second,
consider the degree of importance of the
data. Ifdata are critical to the institution,
then again the cloud is a questionable place
for it. Third, ifthe operating system you
need is not available, then your options
are limited. Fourth, because many pricing
mechanisms are data- and usage-sensitive,
applications requiring large uploads or
downloads may not be a good choice. The
fifth consideration is licensing. Some
license schemes do not move well to the
cloud. Finally, if data retention is import-
ant, then the cloud may not be a good
choice. In summary, filters to determine
cloud candidacy would be sensitivity'
criticality, OS restrictions, frequency of
access and file upload and download size,
licensing, and data retention.
Some cautions: The advantages ofthe
cloud also have some gotchas. We suggest
you consider some of the trickier decision
points: (1) ownership-how do you secure
ownership; (2) governing law-which state
law governs (e.g., where you are, where the
provider is, or where the data are); (3) ser-
vice level agreements-can you really make
one that is enforceable; (4) failure-what
do you do if and when things go wrong;
(5) disaster recovery and business continu-
ity-what happens when your side or the
provider side of the technology fails; (6)
single point of failure-is the cloud provid-
er really just that? When you are ready for
a full list of things to think about, you will
find 'Above the Clouds: A Berkeley View of
Cloud Computingi'Feb. 10, 2009, a useful
document (www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Pubs/
TechRpts/2009/EECS-2009-28.pdf).
Summary
The cloud has a solid foothold in higher
education in commodity services such as
e-mail. The continued expanded use of the
I2 infrastructure will provide a national and
global private cloud capable ofbeing used
effectively in teaching and learning and
research. Having said that, caution is still
a good thing when it comes to enterprise
IT. We believe the rate of adoption will be
slower and less financially motivated than
some would think. But the next five years
will tell the tale.
Phillip Beidelman and WTC Consulting have been an
active part of ACUTA lor many years. This anicle is
based on Phillip's presentation at the 2012 ACUTA
Conlerence. Reach him at pbeidelman@wtc-inc.net'
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Surfing the Wave of Cloud Computing
software, platform, and infrastructure-all are available in the cloud
Curt Harler
Contributing Editor
Here's an exercise for those who longing-
ly await cloud computing services. Go
outside, look at the clouds above, and then
make them turn the way you want them
to go. Order them to turn left, to circle
around. You might consider this good
practice for managing cloud computing
services.
Have no doubt: Cloud computing is the
wave of the future. Surfing that wave will be
a major IT management challenge.
"The desktop computer will go the way
ofthe wall phone in the next l0 yearsj'pre-
dicts Gary Nelson, professor of computer
science at Cuyahoga Community College,
Cleveland, Ohio.
"The cloud is like a windup toy. Right
now it's all wound up, active, and in mo-
tion. . . but nobody knows what direction it
is headed," Nelson adds. He advises colleges
moving to the cloud to start with smaller
applications and then take on more com-
plex core applications.
"Be careful. Get to know the players and
the vendors and figure your limitations and
their limitations," he says.
Several universities that are active in the
cloud offer advice to those who are hopping
onto the bandwagon. foel Reeves, associate
vice chancellor for IT at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, says UTK's move to
the cloud entails a pair of separate initia-
tives.
"It is a two-fold strategy for me at this
point Build a private cloud and support my
institutiont needs (including the distrib-
uted IT component) and push the pCl-re-
lated transactions to the cloudj'he says.
"We have other things in the cloud, but I am
evaluating the costs and benefits ofbringing
those applications back to our private cloudj,
Reeves says.
At the moment, there is no documented
blueprint for moving applications. yet Reeves
has a pretty solid idea of where he wants to
go. "With a large VM cluster presence and
enterprise database licensing, I'm still seeing
the private cloud as more beneficial to us," he
says.
"I would expect savings to come from
personnel if I outsourced morej' Reeves says.
He advises an IT person at any college to
crunch the numbers if they are planning a
cloud migration. "They can evaluate the ser-
vice/cost of their private cloud versus a third
partyi'
"Moving to the cloud allows schools to
restore data quickly, manage it more easily,
and ensure it stays secure and compliant,
providing significant cost savings," says Dave
Hallmen, vice president of worldwide sales
and marketing for EVault. Schools, like any
business, have critical data that must be prop-
erly protected and accessible 24l7.
"The reality of the cloud is a huge benefit
to schools with multiple campuses and IT
demandsj' Hallmen says.
Hallmen sees the cost savings associated
with moving to the cloud coming largely
from the ability to streamline backup and
recovery process. "The cloud enables orga-
nizations to reduce the time needed to back
up, recover, and restore data and lessens the
demand on the IT staffj'he says.
With backup and recovery times reduced
dramatically and because data from all sites
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are consolidated in one location (the cloud), IT teams spend
significantly less time travelling between data sites and
exchanging backuP taPes or discs'
Matt Lawson, director of enterprise services with the
Virginia Community Coliege System (VCCS)' agrees that
the cloud will fit best where there are multiple sites to serve'
He is responsible for data centers, networks, and servers'
"This is about economies of scalel' Lawson says' VCCS
figures it saves $20 million in IT costs annually by adopting
a community cloud approach, Lawson says'
"Our secret sauce is that it is a large, community cloud'
It would be difficult to replicate this at one community
collegel' Lawson continues. The $20 million {igure comes
from their vice chancellor for IT, who figured it would cost
the state that much more if each college were to fly solo' A1-
though some infrastructure services are provided, Lawson
says theirs is mainly a SaaS (software as a service) cloud'
"We are not providing platformi'he says.
Lots of divergent strings came together to make the
VCCS program work. Chief among them was the strong
executive suPPort the project had from the beginning' The
seed ofthe concePt dates to 1999 or 2000, Lawson says' "We
got lots of investment and Iots of support from our gover-
nancel'
Boost lor Students, Schools
In addition to the cash savings, VCCS gets a huge boost in
student services, Lawson says. The Virginia system serves
schools from rural, mountainous western Virginia to sub-
urban campuses in the shadow of Washington, D'C' While
it is easy to find a Mandarin Chinese teacher near Wash-
ington, it is nearly impossible to do so in the area served by
Mountain Empire Community College. The Chinese course
is delivered to Mountain Empire students and branded as
Mountain Empire-but the teacher will be lecturing from
near D.C.
Another boost for students is single-source registration'
. .at any school in the VCCS system. For instance, the city of
Richmond is home to two community colleges' For sched-
uling reasons, or to pick up specific courses, students might
choose a session at one college and another at the other
college. But they can register at the same site for both'
The students win by getting access to courses that might
not be available at a convenient time or location' "This
enhances access to education]' Lawson says.
K.
sta,.:r'.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT:
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Ownership lssues
A college like UTK or consortium like
VCCS is big enough to have a private cloud,
which is a definite advantage. Small colleges
might be better offoutsourcing the cloud.
Who owns data in the cloud? While
there is little doubt that a college that
purchases a cloud service, say for personnel
tracking, will own the actual names and
addresses, who can use the data? Can that
pap'oll data be aggregated by the provider
for research purposes? Can those mailing
addresses be sold, even as "anony-
mous" for promotional mailings?
Nelson says colleges should
determine, right up front and by
written contract, who owns the data
in the cloud. "Who owns the data
depends on who you ask," he says. ..If
your data is on someone else's disk
drive on someone else's machine at
someone else's location-who owns
it? Possession is 90 percent ofthe
lawl'he muses.
Hallmen strongly agrees. "We do
suggest having a written policy for
cloud computing. In short, it should
cover compliance and information
security, classify all information
assets, and define data location and
regulationsj' he states.
More of a concern, perhaps, is
how difficult it might be to transfer cloud
data from one service provider to another.
It literally became a federal case before
traditional telephone users were allowed
to port their phone numbers from one
provider to another. There still exist fees for
doing so. Just how much will your provid-
er be allowed to charge to transfer all the
gigabytes of data it holds for your engineer-
ing or architecture department to another
CAD/CAM service provider?
This, of course, can be solved by con-
tract. Be sure any such fees are spelled out
before you give up control of the data to the
cloud. This becomes a key concern when
the college's contract with the vendor ends
. . . whichever side terminates the relation_
ship. You may become disenchanted with
the vendor. Or, the vendor may go out of
business.
"Be certain you can get your data back
in some form that you can usei'Nelson
says. "Get your data sent back as a flat fiIe.,,
\4rho knows what format will be re-
quired to make those data useful a decade
from now? The simple fact is you must be
able to use those data or be able to reformat
BEr{TAr1tf.l
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the data easily to run on another applica-
tion somewhere else.
"Later is not the time to hash this outj'
Nelson says. "Understand the consider-
ations up fronti'
Security and Other Questions
How secure is the cloud? How secure is
your cloud provider? Cloud computing
companies will work mightily to answer
those basic questions. Not only will in-
formation such as student data have to be
protected but personnel records, payroll
information, and similar data will need to
be secure against intrusions.
Know who shares your cloud services.
Big companies that use the cloud will be
especially leery in this area. Will a cloud
company be able to provide services to both
Coke and Pepsi, for example? While com_
panies ofthat size are likely to have private
clouds, quite separate from competitors,
the concept holds.
Cloud computing offerings are shared
infrastructure, storage and network
resources, and applications provided by
a third party via a Web browser and the
Internet. SaaS, PaaS (platform as a service),
and IaaS (infrastructure or network
as a service) are probably the most
common, says Shayne P. Bates,
CCSK, CPP, CHS-V, DABCHS, WhO
is a security strategist, adviser, and
advocate who blogs at http://www.
cyber-crime.biz.
Bates typically divides cloud
organization into one offour cloud
tlpes: private, community, public,
and hybrid. If yours is a large uni-
versity, a private cloud for services to
share only within your own commu-
nity of users would be an eflective
strategy. While it requires a good IT
staff, most big schools already have
one in place. A community cloud
allows several colleges or academic
units that share the same concerns
to access information. This might
be a coalition of astronomy departments
at several schools or religious philosophy
departments at Catholic colleges.
For some smaller schools, public cloud
services might prove just the ticket. These
are applications that are available to anyone
but fit a computing need at the college.
Most users are familiar with services like
Microsoft's Office 365 or TurboTax. The
user pays for them and can access them
when required. Someone else handles the
headaches of software updates, compatibil-
ity issues, and debugging programs, Bates
says.
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In Virginia, SaaS is a combination of
homegrown software and commercial
offerings. They use Oracle's PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions both for student-centric
features and to run financials. They use the
Blackboard Learn software for teaching and
classroom applications.
"The technology is behind the scenesl'
Lawson says. "Our cloud infrastructure
provides a large, scalable environment-
single implementations that are sharedl'
Other colleges might look at hybrid
cloud offerings, too, combining the strate-
gies of any couple of the basic services.
That said, there are security beneflts to
the cloud, especially in network backup.
Hallmen notes that, traditionally, enterpris-
es have a second data center for disaster
recovery purposes. "However with a cloud
migration, you dont need to invest in that
type of second data center but can instead
use the cloud to virtualize servers in the
cloud and failover to it in the event of a
disaster."
Moving Ahead
Probably the first thing a school should do
when moving to the cloud is to inventory
all unneeded (or soon-to-be-unneeded)
technology. That is, define what will be
saved by going to the cloud'
Bates says the first steP is to prePare to
divest yourself of unneeded technology and
find a reliable partner. Second' plan to vir-
tualize using Windows 2008 Server, Hyper
V, VM Ware, or some similar sYstem.
Next, Bates says the school must decide
where core business functions should live-
including resolving the question of where
they should be hosted and where they
should be backed up.
Last, in the course of time, Prepare to
move from hosted apps to native cloud
apps. (To be clear, a hosted application is
one you own or license that you have load-
ed into a computing environment in the
cloud; i.e., infrastructure as a cloud service'
A native cloud application is one for which
you have contracted in the cloud, such as
software as a service.)
All cloud offerings might not be cheaper
than doing it in house' Sarbanes-Oxley
requires that many university departments
maintain their e-mail for seven years and
have all of that e-mail available for audit'
Depending on the cloud storage medium
used, this simple application may not be
suitable for early removal to the cloud' On
the other hand, as storage becomes cheaper
it might just be one of the first functions to
send to the clouds.
At the same time, start looking for cloud
partners. The main decision is figuring out
where core business functions will be in the
cloud-where they should be hosted. Many
vendors will expect you to have a plan to
virtualize using Windows 2008 Server, Hy-
per V, VM Ware, or some similar software'
Keep in mind that the endgame likely will
be a move from hosted aPps to native cloud
aPps.
Remember that the cloud, eventually,
will serve all sorts of appliances. "There
is no reason why students should not be
able to access academic content on their
PlayStationl'Nelson notes. "Itt just another
appliancei'
In fact, providing good access to Web-
based content will give a college a competi-
tive advantage down the road. "Tomorrow's
college will see more coursework complet-
ed as Web-enabled content with virtual
instructors and less in the physical plantl'
Nelson predicts. This will have an impact
on textbook publishers and college book-
stores, as well as IT dePartments.
Especially for the nontraditional stu-
dent-the woman who works long hours
or the salesman on the road-the ability
to pull course content from the cloud or to
register for classes 2417 from an)'where on
the planet will be major factors in college
attendance.
Reeves says their cloud program is still
evolving. "The biggest thing I see is con-
sideration of our enterprise-level expendi-
tures; automatically thinking a third-party
cloud solution is best does not leverage
those enterprise-level commitmentsl' he
states.
Hallmen advises college IT staffs to be
aware of costs associated with moving to
the cloud. Many people think the cloud is
more expensive than on-premises backup
and recovery, but in reality it's the oppo-
sitei'he says, noting that over the past
couple of years the market has grown and
the technology has improved, providing or-
ganizations a variety ofaffordable solutions'
"IT managers should be aware of what
they need from a cloud solution," Hallmen
reiterates. Ask whether your school needs
all facets of its backup and recovery in the
cloud, or just some.
"Cloud solutions are much more cus-
tomizable than on-premises ones and can
be tailored to fit almost any needl' Hallmen
says.
It is also imPortant for IT teams to do
some research when planning a cloud mi-
gration. There are a lot ofreputable cloud
vendors out there, but there are also some
pretty bad ones. Do your research, ask
around, read reviews. Your business and
your job depend on it.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer and a contributing
editor to the ACI.JTA Journal. He can be reached at
curt@curtharler.com.
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Walt Magnussen
Texas A&M University
VolP Meets the Cloud
In a 2007 survey of ACUTA members, 65
percent ofthe campuses that responded
had some sort of VoIP initiative underway.
It is safe to say that today that number
would either be 100 percent or would be
rapidly approaching 100 percent. In fact, I
have spoken to some colleges and universi-
ties that have even already changed courses;
they began down one VoIp path only to
decide to consider a different one.
There are many reasons for this in-
creased activity, including end-of-life of
existing TDM systems, a desire to add en-
hanced features, a hope that VoIp would be
less expensive, or a requirement to reduce
dependency on failing infrastructure such
as copper cable. Regardless of the motiva-
tion, the fact is that colleges and universi-
ties have either set a VoIP strategy already
or are doing so now.
At the same time that the interest in
VoIP was growing, the'tloud" was invent-
ed (or reinvented depending on who is
talking). Higher education began to move
services off campus that had traditionally
been supported by our IT departments.
These services now include e-mail, Web
collaboration tools, storage, and many
others. With these two technologies-Volp
and the cloud- getting this much atten-
tion, it only made sense to try to marry
them.
The Project Begins
In the fall of 201t, when Dr. Charles
McMahonen, CIO of Tulane University, ap-
proached the Texas A&M University Inter-
net2 Technology Evaluation Center (ITEC),
it was decided that the two institutions
would work together on a feasibility assess-
ment. That fall several meetings were held
with Verizon, Level3, AASTRA, ewest(now Century Link), Microsoft, and others.
Ultimately Tulane and TAMU requested
and received support from Internet2. An
RFP was written over the Christmas holi-
day and released on fanuary B, 2012.
This was not Internet2's first foray into
evaluating voice services over the Internet2
network. In 2006 Internet2 commissioned
the Voice Services Advisory Committee
(VSAC) that was made up of approximate-
ly 20 members from various colleges and
universities. The report from this commit-
tee recomntended the creation of services
at that time, but the then-recent FCC ruling
that would have required CALEA compli-
ance and the uncertainty as to what this
meant resulted in the decision not to move
forward for the time being.
We received RFPs from several major
service providers in February, and a com-
mittee with representatives from Tulane,
Rutgers, LSU, TAMU, Internet2, and others
began the task of evaluation. The commit-
tee recommendation resulted in negotia-
tions beginning with two service providers.
AASTRA would provide cloud-based host-
ed VoIP station services, and Level 3 would
provide SlP-based trunk services. Between
the two service providers, there are about
20 different services to choose from.
From the beginning, the following
requirements were established:
1. The services had to be cost ef[ective and
accessible from the Internet2 network.
2. Theyhadtobe IETF RFC 3261 and
other SIP RFC compliant.
3. Each service had to be able to stand
alone. They could either work as a part of a
bundled service or could be integrated into
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an existing campus Slp-based platform.
AII services had to be available on an a_la-
carte basis.
4. MAC activity had to be supported via a
service provider portal.
5. There had to be local survivabilitythat
would allow calls to be completed in the
event ofa loss oflnternet2 connectivity.
6. The system had to be 100 percent
redundant.
7. The system had to be able to support
1,000,000 lines.
8. It had to include an E-911 solution.
9. There had to be a method that allowed
proactive monitoring of voice cali quality.
10. Both services would be hosted bv ser-
vice providers under an Internet2 contract_
I 1. The services would be hosted at Inter-
net2 co-location sites.
A unique feature of this combination
of services is the integration of the TAMU
ITEC into the mix. A small part of the cost
of the service will support an engineer and
possibly students who would work on add-
ing future capabilities. This leverages the
strengths of both Internet2 and ACUTA,
which are communities that are willing to
share. These activities wili be driven by an
advisory committee to be created which
wiil include representation from both In-
ternet2 and ACUTA institutions. A devel-
opment platform has been installed at the
TAMU ITEC with support from AASTRA,
Broadsoft (their proxies that are a part of
the core of the AASTRA Clearspan system).
Potentiai projects include the following:
. NG 9-1-l implementation.
. IMS-based fixed-mobile convergence rvith
major wireless service providers
. LYNC client integration
. ENUM-based campus-to-campus dialing
. Support for Internet2 AVCI video collab-
oration group. This would support integra_
tion of SIP voice and video with H.323 and.
telepresence video.
Going Live Fall2012
As of the last week of ldy 2012, we were
completing the contract negotiations with
I}ITE/R1{ET.
lntroduci
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the intent of going live in November 2012.
At least two early adopters have agreed to
implement the solution. The development
service at the ITEC is currently online, and
we are porting 30 local lines over to Level3.
Houston and New York City co-location
sites are also being prepared for installa-
tion. Figure I is a detailed site implementa-
tion document.
Early adopters have already decided
to implement these services. Tirlane is
going to begin a campus PBX replacement
and Texas A&M University is going to
utilize Call Center services. Several other
universities are either ready to begin testing
or have expressed interest in some sort
of implementation. Behind all of these
services will be an advisory committee. It
will be sponsored by the ITEC and will
consist of 20 members, 10 from the Inter-
net2 community and 10 from the ACUTA
community. This will make this the only
cloud service that is more directed by the
community than by the service provider.
While the SIP solution will remain the
main service offering, the team has been
POWERED BY:
ATLSTRA
asked to assess the feasibility of adding both
hosted Cisco and Microsoft solutions at
some future date. There have alreadybeen
two Internet2 webinars on this topic, and
we hope to present an ACUTA webinar this
fall. If you have any questions regarding
this opportunity, send them to sip@inter-
net2.edu.
Walt Magnussen, PhD., is a past president of ACU-
TA, a lrequent speaker at ACUTA events, and author
of many articles lor ACUTA publications. Reach Walt
at wmagnussen @ mail. telecom.tamu.edu.
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Q&A with the CtO
ACUTA: Information technologyt evolu_
tion at colleges and universities continues
to blend people, processes, and technology
to generate increased productivity, creativi_
ty, and innovation. How would you charac_
terize NCSUT success and approach to this
evolution, its impact on carnpus life and the
organization's structure, and the role ofthe
CIO and IT in decision making?
Hoit: Success has had pockets ofexcellence
and pockets of slower change. Four years
ago NCSU merged academic and adminis_
trative computing, and hired the first CIO
(me). I have spent the last four years on a
three-stage plan:
1. Organize the new OIT into an efh_
cient organization. I did this through the
development of a strategic operating plan.
(http://oit.ncsu.edu/sp/sop )
2. Develop a campuswide governance
model to define the input and decision
process for IT on campus. (http://oit.ncsu.
edu/it- governance-at-nc-state) This has
just rolled out and is making great strides.
The entire campus is involved, using the
structure to improve, communicate, and
help balance the ef[orts between central IT
and colleges and departments.
3. Develop a university,wide IT strategic
plan. (We are about to launch this effort.)
AII of these efforts are working very
well. The two areas with slower-than_
hoped-for change are in culture change
(getting IT folks to embrace team efforts
and focus on strategies and priorities for
the campus and not just their area) as well
as culture around changing oftechnologies
(trade offs are more than iust which is ..the
best technologyi' but involve migration
effort, change acceptance ofcampus, people
versus cost trade-olf, risk, and more.
The second slower part has been resources.
Cuts and a lean IT organization have made
faster change difficult.
ACUTA: Financial pressures, budget cuts,
and technology continue to be game chang_
ers on many campuses. Cloud computing
is always promoted as a source of increased
productivity as well as cost savings. Has this
been the reality for NCSU? Although cloud
computing allows for business flexibility,
it still mandates institutional staffsupport;
where do you see the cost savings? How
have the actual costs varied from projec_
tions? What kind of financial models are
being used to calculate those savings?
Hoit: We have had an internal cloud since
2004 (httqllvcl.ncsu.edu ), an open source
Apache project. This was a reaction to
both cost pressures and effort to develop
an image (installed software) for computer
labs across campus. We have continued to
migrate to the cloud where appropriate.
We are a Google Apps school for students,
faculty, and staff. We have many shared
services (additional internal clouds such as
VM farms, HPC services, and others).
Yes, there have been cost savings of
which cloud is one. The choice and decision
is part of the development of options before
selecting a solution.
Moving to the cloud does not necessar-
ily create savings-in many cases, higher
ed has already developed cost-effective
solutions. However, the cloud has the
opportunity to allow resource shifting. In
many cases, it can allow IT staffto focus on
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the institution and its key strategies (for us,
student success, faculty excellence, global
reach, interdisciplinary approach)'
Moving to Google APPs allowed us to
shift four FTE to other needed areas (espe-
cially due to cuts, this was critical)'
I require a TCO approach for all solu-
tions-as well as the pros and cons (not just
financial)-and multiple options so that a
strategic-decisionmaking body can make a
decision. This has been very accurate and
successful.
ACUTA: The grid and cloud are envisioned
by many as the new norm in the IT envi-
ronment. In what academic discipline areas
does NCSU have the lead role in develop-
ing grid/cloud test beds as they relate to
administrative, academic, and social appli-
cations as well as security and FERPA/HIP-
PA issues? Has reliability been an issue with
the cloud for NCSU? What about the risks
associated with causing existing systems to
fail when moving to the cloud?
Hoit: As mentioned above, we developed
an open-source cloud used throughout
the world ( http://vcl.ncsu.edu)' We are
working to extend these efforts to our ERP
for disaster recovery and more. We have a
new NSA "lablet" on the science of security
(in computer science)' We have a shared
infrastructure for HPC (another internal
internal cloud).
In many cases, the cloud is more redun-
dant than some of our systems' Google has
multiple data centers and systems to serve
our camPus. While we can and do create
this level of redundancy for key systems, we
have many systems that cannot justiS' that
cost. The cloud can offer more reliability in
those cases.
Contracting and stability of the compa-
ny can help with the privacy and security
ofthe cloud. In many cases, these are as
strong or stronger than the average campus'
ACUTA: What criteria do You use to
determine whether to embrace a public or
private cloud model (with the difference
being who is managing the cloudX In a
private cloud the IT user still has control
over cloud management, whereas in a
public cloud, it is managed by the provider'
Is one of these consistently better for higher
education, or is there value to another op-
tion: a managed private cloud-a dedicat-
ed, single-tenant cloud infrastructure in a
public-cloud environment; or a mixture of
private and public cloud? What would be
the criteria for including applications and
services in the private or public cloud? As
camPus infrastructures continue to move
to grid frameworks and the "grid of grids"
concept, how will they be interconnected
into larger grids that will crisscross the state
and multiple organizational boundaries at
the state and local level?
Hoit: We use a data security/sensitivity
model-and risk. We have a framework
for data tlpes and what the sensitivity /
security requirements are. From there, we
evaluate the risk of data loss and the effect
on the campus. This combination of risk'
data, cost, pros and cons allows us to bring
options for choosing a solution'
For examPle, some data should not be
included in an e-mail (SSN' ITAR restrict-
ed, and others); for those systems, we need
an alternative that meets the data security
and protection requirements'
ACUTA: As one of the top state public uni-
versities in the country and one ofthe lead
institutions in the VCL Consortium' what
do you see in terms of emerging trends and
collaborative efforts in education? How do
institutions benefit from participation in
the Consortium? Please comment on how
utilizing VCL affects the software licensing
structure for participating institutions'
Hoit: Universities working together to
create cooPeratives (buying groups)' shared
services, shared development groups (such
as Kuali and VCL) and more are the trends
of the future. Resources are too precious to
not oPtimize their effectiveness'
VCL, for example, allows institutions to
share efforts and develop a critical mass of
effort and shared costs to create solutions'
This is happening more and more' Univer-
sities have always been open and sharing-
leaders in the open-source movement' This
is just a continuation of those academic
principles.
VCL is a loose consortium. We have
been doing research with IBM since 2005'
and IBM has been promoting a connection
to other universities, but more as a way
to help them, and not as much joining to
develop more asPects of VCL' Our VCL
team has helped many schools implement
VCL, and computer science folks, as well
as humanities and education, are doing
research using VCL' NC State supports the
North Carolina community colleges by
hosting VCL for them.
VCL just moved to a full development
project at Apache (they call it graduated),
so things are starting to Pick uP'
We are working with the other UNC
system schools on other shared services'
We already do consortium purchases'
Many systems do this. We are investigating
NC State extending out VoIP telephony to
other UNC schools. We are also looking at
offering the high performance computing
environment to other schools'
Finally, Kuali is run out of Indiana Uni-
versity (IU) and is an outstanding example
of a more organized approach' Groups that
want to do a shared development project
each contribute resources and create the
open-source solution. We are active in the
Library Management Project' (See www'
kuali.org/)
ACUTA: With the exPonential rise in
demand for smartphones, momentum con-
tinues to build for deployment of the LIE
standard. The LIE standard is an evolution
of the GSM/EDGE and UMTS/HSPA
wireless standards and provides increased
capacity and speed. Does NCSU's strategic
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plan include migration to the LTE standard
to support the new generation ofwireless
smartphones, the myriad of apps being
developed, and elasticity in the cloud?
Hoit: We do not choose a specific technol_
ogy for mobile, but focus on the mobile
solution/access space. So we are concerned
with providing services and access through
mobile devices, and yes, moving toward
assuming a higher bandwidth. provided
the user can access the Internet, we do not
dictate the connection method.
We do expect the bandwidth demand
(and requirements for access) to increase.
This is why we are a very active participant
in the GigU effort (http://gig-u.org).
ACUTA: Technology consumption has in_
creased dramatically on many campuses as
IT's evolution moved from the mainframe
to grids to the cloud. What grid and cloud
applications at NCSU would you highlight
as noteworthy and of which NCSU is most
proud as North Carolina,s Land Grant
University?
Hoit: Some of the highlights are:
. VCL:http://vcl.ncsu.edu
. Mobile and Twitter frameworks: http://
twitter.ncsu.edu, http://oit.ncsu.edu/
news-releases/mobile-web
. Our Governance model: http://oit.
ncsu.edu/it- governance-at-nc_state
. Mobile access to student info: http://
wwweos.ncsu.edu/soc/
. Google Apps migration and implemen_
tation process (google.ncsu.edu )
ACUTA thanks Marc Hoit, ph.D., vice chancellor for
information technology and CIO at North Carolina
State University. Dr. Hoit is also a protessor of civil,
c0nstruction and environmental engrneering.
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Gartner defines cloud computing as "a style
of computing where scalable and elastic
IT-enabled capabilities are delivered as a
service to external customers using Inter-
net technologiesi'
In this research, we also refer to three
simple cloud layers-software as a service
(SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and in-
frastructure as a service (IaaS)-as defined
by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST).
NIST Definitions
. SaaS. The consumer is provided with
the capability to use a providert applica-
tions running on a cloud infrastructure'
The applications are accessible from
various client devices through a thin-cli-
ent interface, such as a Web browser (for
example, Web-based email)' The consumer
does not manage or control the underlying
cloud infrastructure that includes network'
servers, operating systems, storage' or even
individual application capabilities' The
possible exception is limited, user-specific'
application configuration settings'
. PaaS. The consumer is provided with
the capability to deploy onto the cloud in-
frastructure consumer-created or acquired
applications created using programming
languages and tools supported by the pro-
vider. The consumer does not manage or
control the underlying cloud infrastructure
that includes network, servers' operating
systems, or storage, but has control over the
deployed applications and possibly applica-
tion hosting environment configurations'
. IaaS. The consumer is provided with the
capability to provision processing, storage'
networks and other fundamental comPut-
ing resources so that the consumer is able
to deploy and run arbitrary software' These
can include operating systems and appli-
cations. The consumer does not manage or
control the underlying cloud infrastructure'
but has control over operating systems'
storage, deployed applications and possibly
limited control of select networking com-
ponents (for example, host firewalls)'
Status of Cloud in Higher Education
"Cloud' is for many institutions only the
latest buzzword for a concept that has
been around in many shapes and forms for
several years' The appeal of cloud precursor
services such as Blackboard ASP (appli-
cation service provider) has been high' as
demonstrated by the thousands of remotely
run instances of the e-learning platform'
However, this particular form of sourcing
now is reaching truly "scalable and elastic"
dimensions, making institutions in greater
numbers clamor for more tlpes of func-
tionality.
Many institutions cannot seem to wait
to get rid oftheir back-end IT operations'
In fact, in last year's CIO agenda (201 1)'
64 percent ofhigher education CIOs (128
respondents) expected to move more than
50 percent of their infrastructures into the
cloud before year-end 2015' The corre-
sponding number for SaaS was 49 percent'
In this year's higher education sourcing
survey (92 respondents), we find that 49
percent of institutions are already involved
in some type of cloud sourcing, and 67
percent exPect to be by year-end 2012 (see
Figure 1).
This data is not to be interpreted as
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statistically significant. The number of
respondents represent less than 1 percent
of the world's 20,000 institutions. Howev-
er, it can be used to identify approximate
leve1s and trends. In combination with the
information we collect in our interaction
with clients and the higher education
community, the survey gives a fair picture
of the situation in regions in which we
have respondents. These regions are North
America, EMEA and Asia/Pacific. Further-
more, the mentions of services are purely
based on this limited sample and does not
necessarily represent the real market share.
The majority of the cloud sourcing share is
still SaaS in the form of "no fee" cloud email
for students, which higher education insti-
tutions have adopted whole-heartedly since
it was first available in late 2005. There is
a clear trend, however, toward iooking for
more services to put in the cloud. We can
see this in the expected increase in PaaS
(+183 percent) and IaaS (+167) during
2012 alone, according to Figure I .
This corresponds well with the 2012
CIO agenda survey, where the 143 higher
education respondents ranked cloud sec-
ond after mobile among their technology
priorities in2012. New functional domains
are opening up as we see early adopters
working with relatively established SaaS
vendors, such as Workday, to implement
HR services in the cloud. At the same time,
smaller startups-such as OER Glue-are
taking mashups to a whole new level, en-
abling professors to design courses entirely
from elements in the cloud. There is no
lack of ingenuity in what can be done in the
cloud for the higher education community.
We are also seeing real concern about
privacy and IPR that hampers, for exam-
ple, cloud collaboration services uptake
for facuity. National laws and institutional
und,:rstanding of this regulation, and how
to fo,rge contracts for cloud services, still
have some catching up to do before cloud
serv.ices become fully trusted. However,
these centrally procured services are often
overmanaged by faculty, stafl, and students
that microsource the service they need
directly from the cloud without the aid
(involvement) of the institution.
Major Opporlunities Through 201 4-1 5
. Leveraging consumerization for com-
modity collaboration functionaiity. This is
already underway, whether the institutions
want it or not. The question is if institutions
are innovative enough to keep integration
under control and provide institutional
context, such as Purdue has done with the
"mixable service." Purdue simply uses the
institution's student/faculty data and invites
students to a study room on Facebook that
is integrated with Dropbox.
. IaaS is the next immediate cloud service
opportunity, where simple commodity
services such as storage are finding use as
a dynamic regulator for storage needs, and
are already taking over as a cost-effective 
,
Figure 1. Use of and Plans for Using cloud services by Typ. of service and in Total
Total; 45 out of 92 respondents (49%) using cloud in 2011,
compared to 62 out of 92 (67"/") expected to use cloud in 2012
Microsoft
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=19)
Google Apps (n = 1s)
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Total respondents n-92; listed services named by two or more respondents
Source: Gartner (l\rarch 2012)
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IT'S THE LATEST
IN CLOUD
STORAGE.
different areas, as we have already seen for
student versus staff cloud email. Mastering
the legal aspects of contract negotiation and
compliance to national and international
law is something institutions can start
implementing immediately.
. Balancing institutionally led cloud
sourcing relative to individually led
microsourcing is an urgent challenge.
This challenge ultimately depends on the
speed of implementation or expectation of
quality that the institution can achieve in its
procurement, integration and innovation
Processes.
. Flexibility of the institution's IT infra-
structure is a major challenge for cloud
service exploitation in general, and lack of
speed in implementation is the key result.
Implementation of service-oriented archi-
tecture (SOA) and adherence to standards
are key strategies available today, although
changing an infrastructure can be a long-
term project.
. One size fits all. That's what cloud
services inherently are about, and it is the
hardest challenge. To exploit the higher
order SaaS in a cost-effective way, institu-
tions need to standardize their processes.
This is something that the higher education
community has historically had a hard time
doing. Ironically, it seems easier for insti-
tutions to adapt to a one-size-fits-al1 cloud
service than engage in a shared service
with five fellow institutions. However, this
process will likely take several years and
result in differentiation in higher education
business models.
Differentiated business models-from a
cost-effectiveness standpoint-can achieve
the ultimate goal of business process out-
sourcing (BPO) and "university-in-a-box'
back-office functions that allow institutions
to focus on education innovation or cost.
Recommendations
. Realize that adopting cloud services is
just one particular form of sourcing. The
storage medium for noncritical data.
. Similarly, PaaS is already explored as
a development platform in early project
phases and increasingly used for noncritical
smaller applications, mainly to increase
speed of implementation and save space in
the data center.
. Leveraging the collaborative culture
of the higher education community and
developing trusted cloud brokers. This is
a major opportunity for speeding up the
implementation of cloud services and gain
the benefits of economies of scale, as well as
integration of information flows. The most
natural vehicle for that in most countries
are the NRENs, such as SURF or Internet2.
The SURFconext and Internet2 NET+ box
storage service are good examples of shar-
ing cost and knowledge for integration and
legal issues.
. The next generation ofback-office SaaS
is expected to be a big money and time sav-
er. Although the interest in SaaS Finance,
HR, CRM and SIS is high among our cli-
ents, only a few institutions have yet taken
any exploratory steps. A mixture of lack of
true SaaS offerings and existing investments
in campus ERP puts implementation of this
type of SaaS services several years into the
future for most institutions
Major Challenges Through 2014-15
. Trust is a key challenge for cloud
services in higher education. Trust that the
service meets enduser expectation about
availability, privacy, and IPR. The resolu-
tion of these issues will be a long journey of
developing such things as simple end-user
familiarity with cloud services and govern-
ment's increasing experience in associated
legislation. It will develop differently for
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institution needs a formal sourcing strategy
to find the optimal balance between'do it
yourself" and "hired hand" to truly leverage
the cloud.
. Engage in active vendor management.
Ensure the institution hires staff that have
or can acquire legal and contracting skills
to control your risk.
. Work on your integration skills. Estab-
lish a portfolio of standards based on the
IFaPs (identifiers, formats and protocols)
principle. Develop a center of excellence for
integration to ensure a flexible infrastruc-
ture.
. Take the economies of scale to the next
level. Work with your national research and
education network (NREN) organization
as your trusted broker to share integration
and contract negotiation costs for the insti-
tution and the cloud service vendor.
. Understand that the CIO needs to
engage the rest of the institutional manage-
ment to exploit the disruptive innovation
potential of cloud services for the institu-
tional business model or at least prepare for
increased competition from those institu-
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. Passive Monitoring & ActiveTesting
. Voice and Video MOS Scores
. Measures End-to-End QoE
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Key Findings
. In the 2011 CIO agenda, 64 percent of higher education CIOs expected to move
more than 50 percent of their infrastructures into the cloud before year-end 20 1 5. The
corresponding number for SaaS was 49 percent. In this yeart higher education sourcing
survey, we find that 49 percent of institutions are already involved in some t)?e of cloud
sourcing, and 67 percent expect to be by year-end2}l2.
. Gartner is seeing real concern about privacy and intellectual property rights (IPR)
that hampers, for example, cloud collaboration services uptake for faculty.
. The big money and time saver is expected to be the next generation of back-office
SaaS. Although the interest in SaaS finance, HR, CRM and student information system
(SIS) is high among our clients, few institutions have yet taken any exploratory steps.
A mixture of lack of true SaaS offerings and existing investments in campus ERP puts
implementation of this qpe of SaaS services several years into the future for most insti-
tutions.
. An urgent challenge is how to balance institutionally led cloud sourcing relative to
individually led microsourcing from the cloud. This challenge ultimately depends on the
speed of implementation or expectation of quality that the institution can achieve in its
procurement, integration and innovation process.
tions that go to the cloud.
Jan-Martin Lowendahl, Ph.D. (chemistry), is a research VP in Gartner Besearch, where his research area is
mainly higher education governance, strategy and emerging trends.
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Cloud Computing: ls the Forecast Bright or
Overcast?
Should you outsource your campus com-
puter functions to the cloud-that dis-
tant, amorphous, all-encompassing entity
somewhere off in virtual reality that changes
when the winds blow or you have a different
perspective? On many campuses the jury is
still out as knowledgeable sources sort out
the benefits and drawbacks, and we watch to
see just how this latest ' great byte hopd' is or
is not being implemented.
Here four campuses tell their stories
about cloud computing and the possibilities.
California State University, Long Beach
Steve La, director of network, telecom-
munications, and security at California
State University, Long Beach, reports that
his school is just in the planning stage. He
says they may begin by expanding student
e-mail, which is now handled by Microsoft,
to all of the personnel on campus, but he is
concerned about security issues.
The main issue La is currently facing
has to do with the storage of data. "We now
have 1,000 megabyes, and are utilizing
700, so we have only 300 left," La says. "We
cant expand very fast without upgrading
our infrastructure. In order to go to cloud
computing to increase our capacity, we
have to move our 20,000 users to a wide
area network. Right now, however, our
bandwidth is too narrow for all these users.
So the WAN will be our bottleneckl'
Southern Connecticut State University
Kenneth A. Spelke, PhD, interim CIO at
Southern Connecticut State University in
New Haven, says, "I think everybody is in
the same boat with cloud computing. Itt
such a general term. And people define it
in different ways. It seems to come down to
remote storage of capacity and services, so
we dont have to host the data here. Cloud
is new enough so it's interesting, but it
comes with a lot of h1pe, so it needs more
investigation to see where it's goingi'
For the mission-critical services that
are his responsibility, Spelke says he has a
number of misgivings that fall into four ar-
eas ofconcern. "First is security. There are
different security measures we have to both
employ and enforce. This is difficult to do
when you dont have your own servers, and
the servers are located who knows where."
Second, Spelke says, and related to secu-
rity, are legal issues. 'As a part of the Con-
necticut State University system, we have a
number of requirements a private institu_
tion may not have, which are mandated
by lawand overseen by the state attorney
general. We would be concerned with giv_
ing up control about payroll, administrative
and other information related to campus
faculty and staff. And what about any kind
of litigation in which we were obliged
to provide discovery? How could we be
assured we could get that back ifit resided
in a cloud? \Arhat about retention? Suppose
after a number of years we were required
to retrieve that information, but the cloud
provider had already
deleted it?"
University of Idaho, Moscow, offers the
perspective from the classroom. ,,Cloud
computing lo me is a service or commod_
ity, analagous to electric power. We dont
all have our own generators. The service is
offsomewhere we dont know where. Wires
come to our building and the power is
there. With cloud computing, the storage,
disc drives, and services are located some_
where else. Cloud is actually a metaphor for
the Internet, where the data,s at_out in a
cloud somewhere."
have to pay for and maintain your system
whether you use it or not. So ifyour use
fluctuates a lot, it can be cost effective. you
a-lso save in the personnel necessary to keep
the system going.
- 
'Another advantage is mobility. Typical_
ly, say, if I edit a Word document, go home,
and want to change it, I have to have my
computer with me. I can access it through
browsers from anl.where. And, though it,s
probably in the future, I believe I,ll be able
to create a document at a Google site, not
at my desktop. I'll no longer need spread_
Spelke's third
concern is disaster
recovery. "What if we
had to rebuild content?
If we ceded control, we
couldn't even guarantee
that."
Finally, he says,
"We have not only the
interest in, but also the
responsibility for the
services we provide.
People contact our help
desk and user support
services concerning
their problems or issues.
Of course, they could
Illinois State University, Normal
sheets, photo editing, drawing,
or document software. I wont
need the software, for it will all
be on Google.
"Weve actually started
with Amazon Web services to
write software to automatically
grade student homework. If
students write a program, we
get from the cloud input and
output as to what works and
doesn't work in the program.
And we think the applications
might be much broader for use
in other disciplines, through
the automatic grading of mul-
tiple-choice or yes or no test
answers.
'Finally,, Donohoe says,
"we see the cloud potential in computer
labs. Different classes may require different
Windows or Unix operating systems. The
usual way is to have a technician go in to
change the software and reboot the systems
in their new configurations. With a cloud
doing this it would be much easier and cut
down on IT costs.,'
lllinois State University, Normal
Eric Hodges, director, enterprise systems
support, Illinois State University, Normal,
says, "Cloud computing is the buzzword
currently taking over our conversation. It,.s
a nebulous marketing term for what takes
also contact Microsoft, but that,s a pretty
big organization. Sometimes somebody
from IT has to go out and sit down with a
staffmember. That,s hard to do remotelyi,
On the other hand, Spelke says, Micro_
soft's e-mail system works very well for the
schools' 12,000 students. ,,There it,s a win_
win situation," spelke says. ..Cloud comput_
ing is still new, and I,m excited about it, but
you have to move cautiously and make sure
there's a good fiti,
University of ldaho, Moscow
Gregory Donohoe, phD, professor, chair
of the computer science department at the
Donohoe also cites as a disadvantage
the need to be able to properly ac."r. t]h"
Internet. "Ifyou are editing photos which
require a high bandwidth between vou
and the Internet, the rates of transmission
can be too slow to be useful,,, Donohoe
says. He also mentions the security issue.
"If you have private staffor student data
on a cloud, and somebody steals it, you
have no control." But Donohoe also adds
that his department is conducting research
into security and information insurance to
address this challenge.
One of the advantages Donohoe sees is
you pay by the amount you use. ..you dont
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our data from what we do and stores it in
someone elsek data centerl'
What makes the cloud attractive'
says Hodges, "is that in this economy of
scarcity, we can replicate the same data
again and again, without needing to build
those individual user drives' Also' when
you want to go to peak usage events' such
as registration, housing, or grading' or cut
the horse-and-b*ggy driver' This center is
designed to retrain IT personnel in new
skitli to replace the ones no longer needed
as the various functions are taken over by
the cloud providers, who, at this time' are
primarily Microsoft, Amazon' Google' and
De11.
Hodges sees IT personnel'bver a period
of time migrating from simply technical
Hodges adds,'Also, in addition to being
brokering and cost managers, we can be
contract managers for the school's dealings
show to incorporate the latest technology'
but determine whether it should be best
handled in house or through a cloud'
or maybe a hybrid of both' So the cloud
shouldnt be looked at as a threat to IT or
IT as a hindrance to outsourcingi'
with cloud providers' For instance'
we can make sure some keY Portions
of the contract are not missed' If the
universitY has a dePartment which
wants to void the relationship, can it
get its data back in the format wanted
in a timelY fashion? If the vendor
is acquired or goes under, will we
get the data back? And if there is a
L..u.h in data security, will the cloud
let us know in timelY fashion? All of
this amounts to value-added services
that we will be able to Provide'
"By the same token, we are work-
ing to partner with cloud vendors
and looking for oPPortunities to
offer our brokering services to other
entities interested in cloud comPut-
ing. We are just now getting our feet
wet with the big PlaYers' But we're
making a very deliberate effort to get out in
front of cloud comPutingi'
Thomas G. Dolan is a freelance writer who specializ'
es in technology topics.
back during vacations or other
lower usage times, You can do so
automaticallY, just using what You
needl'
Hodges acknowledges that
security is a widesPread concern,
but says cloud technologY "is
maturing quite nicely in this area'
Many are holding back waiting
for a big securitY breach' But
maybe it hasnt haPPened because
the providers have done a good
job, so maYbe that big security
breach just wont haPPeni'
Yet another risk, according to
Hodges, "might come to the IT
communitY itself. Some might
suggest that as more and more of
the IT services are outsourced to
cloud providers, there will be less
and less need for IT Personneli'
@David Fletchel \WCloudTweaks com
But Hodges says his school is addressing
this challenge through its new Computing
Competency Center, designed to Prevent
the Ii expert from following the path of
to technical and business skills and being
much more integrated than they are today'
We see IT as playing a brokering role
looking at all ofthe services available to
see what can best serve the university' For
instance, a rePresentative may go to a trade a
- 
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Cloud E-mail Momentum Swells
Lower cost, reduced maintenance, and more flexibility convince universities to
adopt this computing approach
Paul Korzeniowski Usually, academic institutions follow
rather than lead the new technology curve,
but that is not the case with cloud e-mail
solutions. 'About half of all U.S. higher-ed-
ucation institutions now rely on cloud
e-mail services to communicate with their
studentsj' noted Matthew W Cain, research
vice president at Gartner, Inc.
The reasons for the movement are
myriad. For openers, cloud systems carry
lower upfront costs than the traditional
premises-based systems. These systems are
easy to maintain, offer universities needed
flexibility, and can be quickly deployed.
However, cloud solutions present
academic institutions with a few challenges.
Migrating from the old to the new infra-
structure can be tedious and time consum-
ing. Installing the new services can lead to
ancillary costs for items such as storage.
While the move seems likely for many
schools, there are hurdles they must clear in
order to make a successful transition.
The Price (Free) ls Right
Vendors have been trying to make their
e-mail cloud services attractive to educa-
tional institutions by offering them at a low
cost-and even for free in some instances.
The low pricing attracted Washington State
University (WSU), which serves approxi-
mately 25,000 students, 1,300 faculty mem-
bers, and 4,300 stafffrom a main campus
in Pullman as well as satellite locations in
Spokane, Tri-Cities, and Vancouver.
In the summer of 2008, the school
recognized that it needed to provide a
consistent communications channel for
its students, faculty, and staff. Users had
worked with a variety of self-selected
e-mail systems, which created various in-
consistencies. For instance, students would
often change their systems but fail to notify
school officials of the switch.
WSU began looking at its options for
a central mail system. They thought about
putting in a traditional premises-based
e-mail system, but that would have required
a significant up-front investment in new
servers as well as software. "Because we
were tightening our belt and did not have
money for new servers, a cloud solution
best met our needsj' stated Casey Hanson,
vice president of IS and CIO at WSU.
Reducing Support Costs
WSU also envisioned reduced e-mail
maintenance expenses. "By moving to the
cloud, we would no longer have to invest in
hardware or software upgradesl' explained
Hanson. The only administrative costs
would involve provisioning accounts for
new users,
After examing various cloud systems,
the selection came down to Google and Mi-
crosoft. 'A lot of our administrative systems
rely on Microsoft software, so it was the
best selection for usl'explains Hanson.
By the fall of 2009, the university had
deployed Microsoft Live@edu, a free ser-
vice. It features a suite ofcollaboration and
productivity solutions, including Micro-
soft Office Live Workspace, for document
sharing and collaboration; Windows Live
SkyDrive, a cloud-based file-storage ser-
vice; and Windows Live Messenger, for re-
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al-time messaging. In addition to improved
productivity, WSU estimates that it is now
saving more than $100,000 annually after
making the shift.
The Sun Sets on University E-mail Systems
Abilene Christian University (ACU) in
Abilene, Texas, began to look for a new
e-mail system in the fall of 2006.The
university, which has about 4,700 students
on a 250-acre campus, was using mainly a
Sun Microsystems e-mail system, al-
though students, faculty, and
staff supplemented it with
other e-mail solutions. For
inslance, Cisco Systems' Iron-
Port appliances secured and
managed e-mail transactions.
While providing basic
service, the configuration
lacked functionality, and
users complained that they
could not effectively manage
their mail. For instance, the
solutiont calendar function
was so weak that faculty
and stafffound it difficult
to set up meetings. Also,
the Sun system featured a
command-line interface that
had become time consuming
and difficult for the IT staff
to operate. Because it was
an older system, it was not intuitive and
required that technicians spend a lot of
time and energy learning how to operate it.
Finally, the full-time e-mail administrator
had left, and the academic institution was
not sure if it could find a replacement with
the appropriate skills.
So in the fall of 2006, ACU considered
both open-source and commercial software
packages that were packaged as applianc-
es, as well as cloud services. ACU could
continue to pay licensing fees, upgrade
hardware and disks, and dedicate a person,
along with training and consulting as
needed, to the in-house system, or it could
Iet its provider host the mail server. "We
determined that a cloud solution would be
simpler to maintainj' stated fames Lang-
ford, PhD, director of Web integration
and programming and adjunct assistant
professor of information technology.
The Power of the Google Brand
Again, the school eventually narrowed its
list to a Google or a Microsoft solution. Us-
ers were already familiar with the Google
interface and had expressed strong faith in
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the Google brand. This solution included
e-mail and calendar functions, and the
tight integration would encourage more
calendar use.
In the fall of 2007 , the university made
the switch to Google. Because of the collab-
oration features, productivity rose. Faculty
and staff often held meetings and shared
the proceedings afterwards. With Google
Documents, they were able to collaborate
with that information more easily. The
Google solution also meshed with ACU's
mobile-learning initiative. Faculty mem-
bers use the Google applications to create
calendars for every course. As instructors
add assignments and other events to course
calendars, students view e-mail updates on
a dashboard on their mobile devices.
Downsides to Diversity
The City University of New York (CUNY)
also has moved to a cloud solution. It
has 35,000 employees, overseeing 23
institutions including ll colleges and six
community colleges. It serves more than
243,000 degree-credit students and 27 3,OOO
continuing and professional education
students.
Previously, the different colleges
had selected their own e-mail systems,
so there were more than 50 operating
on the various campuses. "Some of
our colleges offered feature-rich e-mail
service, others provided only basic
freeware, and others none at allj'says
Brian Cohen, associate vice chancellor
and CIO at CUNY.
The hodgepodge approach to
delivering e-mail services had some
Iimitations. There were e-mail outages
at some campuses, and that caused
students to abandon the campus
solution and revert to using personal
Web-based e-mail. As a result, it was
increasingly difficult for the university
to meet the demands of its students.
In early 2007,the CUNY IT staff
began searching for a campuswide e-mail
system and evaluated cloud-as well as
various premises-based e-mail solutions.
The school relies on many other Microsoft
products and determined its e-mail cloud
system offered the best fit. "Users work
with more than e-mail," explained Cohen.
"They have other applications that need to
be integrated with the mail system. Since
we rely so heavily on Microsoft software, it
was the best fit for us. "
CUNY worked with Microsoft to
develop a Live@edu deployment plan that
covered the requirements of 23 campuses
and has provisioned more than 450,000
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e-mail accounts to students. After making
the switch, it became easier to integrate
e-mail functionality into other applications,
such as the school's Student Information
System. In addition, the university operates
a help desk, which had difficulty staying
abreast of changes to the various e-mail
systems.
"Microsoft has now basically taken on
all of our e-mail help desk requirementsl'
said Cohen. The college estimates that the
change has cut its annual operating costs by
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Dark Side of the Cloud
While cloud systems have benefits, they
also present universities with challenges,
starting with how well they fit into existing
infrastructures. E-mail applications are
not used in a vacuum, but sometimes they
cannot be easily integrated with other
applications. trn addition, e-mail often
comes bundled with other functions, and
universities can end up with overlapping
functionality, such as multiple conferencing
systems.
In addition, personnel issues can arise.
CUNY found that it had to change its IT
culture. "When we started, there was dis-
trust ofthe cloud-based service because we
did not control the system as much as we
had in the pastl'notes Cohen. In addition
to various meetings, the university held
training sessions so employees understood
how the changes would affect them.
ACU offered various tlpes of guided
learning, so employees would understand
how to use the new system. Orientation
sessions, demonstrations, and Q&A ses-
sions helped introduce employees to Goo-
gle apps, as did some hands-on, lab training
sessions. Finally, they sponsored open labs
to answer any questions employees had as
well as to assist them in migrating e-mail,
setting up clients and other tasks for those
who want or need more help.
lncreasing User Awareness
Then, the IT department must get its users
on board. Typically, a deployment plan in-
cludes a marketing campaign. CUNY made
students and faculty aware of the change
through the use oftargeted brochures,
notices on campus websites, and posters in
various locations.
As its migration approached, ACU
developed a campuswide "GDay is Com-
ing" marketing campaign, which included
t-shirts, lawn posters, and video tutorials
about how to migrate e-mail accounts. The
rollout began in April. Within 24 hours of
adoption, more than 3,000 users on campus
had switched over to Gmail.
E-mail services are available at low
up-front cost, but universities can incur
ancillary fees as their implementation
progresses. Vendors provide the basic
services as well as a certain amount of
storage for free but will charge-sometimes
large amounts-if users exceed the totals.
For instance, teachers who work with a
Iot of video files may exceed their quota.
Features, such as encryption, archiving, and
collaboration, tlpically come with a price
tag, according to Gartnert Cain.
Raising New Security lssues
Security is a major concern. Control over
student information, grading data, and
financial information moves off premises
to the cloud, so universities need to ensure
that their systems comply with regulations,
such as the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA).
Tools are emerging to help universities
ascertain the completeness of a vendort se-
curity procedures. The American Institute
of Certifled Public Accountants Statement
on Standards for Attestation Engagements
No. 16 is a set ofstandards that generate
three reports so universities can determine
how well a cloud provider's internal con-
trols function.
Service Organization Control (SOC) l,
the first report, focuses on internal controls
to ensure proper financial reporting. The
report is designed mainly for internal use,
so cloud service providers can produce
accurate financial reports.
Taking a Techie's View
An SOC2 report takes a look at the service
provider's IT controls. This summary exam-
ines approximately seven to ten objects in
a handful of categories: security, confiden-
tiality, processing integrity, availability, and
privacy. This report is targeted at a universi-
ty's IT staff, mainly techies who understand
the minutia about how IT systems operate.
Similar to an SOC2 summary, an SOC3
report concentrates on a cloud service pro-
vider's IT processes. Howevet this iteration
presents a high-level summary rather than
a detailed explanation about how a cloud
service provider's IT systems function. This
report may appeal to managers who do not
understand computer system intricacies.
In addition to the reports, universities
can take steps to ensure that their data are
safe. CUNY put checks in place so personal
information, such as Social Security num-
bers, does not make its way into the cloud.
Cloud e-mail is becoming more pop-
ular, but not all universities are on board.
"Institutions cannot be afraid to ask the
question: Will a cloud solution work for
us?" concluded WSU's Hanson. "In some
cases, the question may raise some alarms,
but it is now a viable option that universi-
ties need to consider."
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer who spe-
cializes in communications issues and is based in
Sudbury, Massachusetts. He has been writing about
these issues lor more than two decades and can be
reached at paulkorzen @ aol.com.
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Elon University accepted the award at the Annual Conference j.n
May. Pictured (from left) are ACUTA president Joe Harrington;
Arif Khan, Christopher Waters, and Michael Thompson from
Elon; Larry Foster from Windstream (sponsor ofthe award); and
Matt Arthur, ACUTA Immediate Past President and chair of the
Awards Committee-
201 1-2012 lnstitutional Excellence Award
Elon University started the
planning and implementation
of the Virtual Computing
Initiative in early 2006 by first
introducing VMWare into the
enterprise server datacenter
and then migrating the entire
VMWare infrastructure to Cis-
cot UCS server platform. Once
the core virtual server environ-
ment was fully deployed and in
production, the user support
group started their deployment
of Citrixt application virtual-
ization technology, followed
by the deployment of Citrix's
Virtual Desktop Infrastruc-
ture (VDI). The combination
of these four projects was the
The advanced technology classrooms
and computing labs gave faculty greater
flexibility, even allowing the university
to add virtual computers to many more
instructor stations. In addition, virtualizing
our core teaching applications gave our stu-
dents and faculty access to these resources
anl,where and an1'time.
One ofthe biggest benefits ofthis
initiative was a unique partnership that
developed between the individual IT de-
partments. This partnership established a
better understanding ofwhat each unit does
within the technology division, as well as
strengthened the trust relationship between
them. They worked together to provide a
seamless user experience.
Planning, Leadership, and Management Suppod
By adopting the VMWare platform in 2006
and migrating most mission-critical servers
to the virtual infrastructure, the university
was technically positioned well for Cisco's
UCS server platform. The platform is a serv-
erlnetworking design partnership between
VMWare and Cisco. Elon's experience with
VMware and long-term strong relationship
with Cisco made the university a perfect
institution for the product to enter the
education market. In addition, the Citrix's
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure and virtual
application initiative brought the Virtual
Computing environment to its inception.
This synergistic endeavor was initiated
and planned, and budgetary funding was
sought by IT. After approval, project man-
agement of implementation was handled by
the implementation team, which included
systems administration, networking, teach-
lng and learning technologies, Citrix and
Cisco Systems, and user support. Addition-
Elon University, Virtual Computing lnitiative
Thanks to Windstream, sponsor
of this award.
basis ofinception ofElont private cloud.
The Virtual Computing Initiative was a
partnership with all of the IT departments,
allowing much cross-collaboration with
our system administration, networking,
user support and teaching and learning
groups within our technology division.
This endeavor greatly improved our
capability to use hardware and application
resources more eficiently while using few-
er energy resources; improved user experi-
ences by having better up-time, availability
and reliability of servers, virtual desktops
and virtual applications; and enhanced the
process of provisioning new products and
resources and to consolidate their manage-
ment. This helped to extend considerably
the life of client-level equipment in the labs
and classrooms and reduced the number
of software licenses required as well as the
amount of labor needed to support and
maintain academic computing labs.
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ally, our CIO and assistant CIO discussed
the project at length with our senior vice
president, Deans Council, senior staff
administrators, the Academic Council, and
our Board of Trustees, who embraced the
plan and followed its progress closely.
Beyond working to pitch the vision of
our virtual computing environment to our
campus community, senior management al-
lowed the redirection of nearly three quar-
ters of a million dollars in funding. They
recognized that we would spend the funds
regardless of the project. Our choice simply
was in how we would use those resources.
Did we continue financing an outdated
model of application and desktop delivery
and server deployment
and management, or
did we embrace new
more capable methods?
The vision and goal
of moving to a virtual
computing environ-
ment in 2006 was a
desire to maximize
the ROI of hardware
investments and energy
costs with the added
benefits ofreduced
deployment time, elas-
ticity of the environ-
ment, and personnel
efficiencies. The virtual
environment gave us
was too risky. Virtual computing presented
a unique challenge, as it required us to
form new partnerships even within the
technology divisions. By combining these
technologies into one platform, the entire
department was outside of their comfort
zone and was required to learn new skills
for the proper design, impiementation, and
suPport.
Virtualization has changed the culture
of IT by simplifying support procedures.
Having the ability to move virtual servers to
different physical servers allows for daltime
downtime when better support is available
from vendors. Users have appreciated the
fast provisioning of new servers that is now
exercise of capacity and need planning and
collected an extensive amount of data, e.g.
amount of BTUs and amperage used in our
datacenter, catalog of servers and applica-
tions, total cost ofcontracts and licenses,
hardware replacement costs, cost of sus-
taining existing services, and expected new
services to be deployed. It became appar-
ent to us while analyzing the data that we
were quickly reaching the capacity of our
enterprise datacenter with respect to Power
and cooling, while EIon University was
continuing to create and support energy
sustainability goals. By creating the virtual
private cloud utilizing the Cisco UCS plat-
form, the university was able to establish a
server infrastructure
within its existing
datacenter. This was
done without costly
upgrades to facilities
while also becoming
more sustainable with
its server resources.
Quality, Performance,
and Productivity Mea-
surements
Once our infrastruc-
ture was moved to
virtual computing, we
looked at six specific
Elon University Library
greater access to key software applications,
streamlined server and desktop manage-
ment, reduced expenses associated with
allocation licensing, and extended the life
of server and client equipment.
The strategies, risks, and exposures
associated with an early adoption of
virtualization were mitigated through the
reluctance ofvarious vendors to adapt and
support the platform for their applications.
Technical competencies of how virtual-
ization works allowed for university staff
to judge when a product could be imple-
mented on a virtual platform and when it
possible since hardware, cabling, and other
physical elements of server and software
deployment are no longer required. This
endeavor has extended the useful life of
existing institutional IT investments. By
reducing the time and costs associated with
maintaining our IT infrastructure, virtual
computing lets us put more resources into
our primary business, which is delivering
an exceptional learning environment to our
community.
Promotion of Technology and Maturity of Effort
In early 2006,IT went through an extensive
"Ji:::il::'.T:,'j
were also our pain
points that led us in the direction ofvirtu-
alization and then eventually to the cloud
environment.
As mentioned, the virtual computing
project team worked closely with our ped-
agogy support group to provide a sampling
of the virtual experience to faculty within
a controlled environment. Our senior vice
president, CIO, and assistant CIO dis-
cussed the project at length with our Deans
Council, senior staffgroup, the Academic
Council, and our Board of Trustees. Our
CIO offered several university-wide e-mails
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detailing the project and its predicted
impact. At this point in the project, our
team had not formally evaluated the initial
phases. We continued to collect feedback
from all constituents for a final report on
quality and performance.
Based on ow 2006 capacity analysis, IT
determined that we must reduce our energy
consumption to keep in line with the uni-
versity's goal of environmental conserva-
tion, to be fiscally conservative, and at the
same time add new and improve existing
services. When our virtual computing
infrastructure was fully implemented, we
measured its success by evaluating the
criteria to see if we had achieved what we
sought to accomplish.
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis
During the planning phase of our Virtual
Computing Initiative, one of our biggest
challenges was determining how to fund
this massive project during this period of
financial change. It was very diflicult for IT
to ask for additional resources. To mitigate
this risk, our earliest strategies for this
project focused on leveraging existing desk-
top and server replacement budgets that
included dividing the entire project into
multiple phases and using Cisco System's
Ieasing option. Essentially, we funded the
entire project by redirecting the funds from
desktop deployment and server replace-
ment budgets and strategically using the
Cisco leasing option.
The benefits of the virtual computing
project were two-fold. We enhanced our
capabilities to efhciently use our hardware
and software resources and improved user
experiences by increasing our services
uptime, availabiliry reliability, and accessi-
bility. In addition, we drastically increased
the deployment of new services, managing
our resources, extending the life of our
equipment and reducing our licensing cost
and support. We were able to form a unique
partnership and cross-collaboration envi-
ronment between the technology groups.
Customer Satisfaction and Results to Date
A few key faculty members tested virtual
lab deployments and offered feedback that
prompted changes to design elements,
as well as menu clarity and application
deployment.
Users are pleased that key software is
available to them from anl,where there is
a Web browser and an active Internet con-
nection. They are also pleased that we can
change application loads in the virtual labs
approximately six times faster than in the
traditional labs (once per month instead of
twice per year.)
For more information about Elon University's Virlual
Computing lnitiative, contact Chrostopher Waters at
cwaters@ elon.edu.
May"k Your Calend.ar!
42ndAnnual Conference &
Exhibition
April L4-L7,2013
San Diego, California
Manchester Grand Hyatt
Watch for Details:
www.acuta.org
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Bill D. Morris Award
Carmine Piscopo
Providence College
This annual award was established to
recognize Bill D. Morris, the 17th President
of ACUTA, and the attributes he possessed
that made him so extraordinary: dedica-
tion, vision, professionalism, and leader-
ship. The award is presented to a member
who, in the opinion of the president, best
exemplifies these ideals.
This year's recipient, Carmine Piscopo,
is currently telecom manager at Providence
College. Over the past 27 years, he has
served the association in many different
capacities, including the following:
. writer of Journal and eNews articles
. committee member and chair of the the
Program Committee, Nominating Com-
mittee, and Awards Committee
. session presenter and panelist
. session moderator
. ACUTA task force member and leader
Carmine served on the ACUTA Board
as secretary/treasurer, president-elect,
president, and immediate past president.
In 2009 he received the Ruth A. Michaleki
Leadership Award.
ACUTA president loe Harrington, who
announced Carmine as the winner of this
award, remarked, "He has been a mentor
and friend to me during the past 12 years,
and it is an honor to recognize him with
ACUTAs original individual award."
Ruth A. Michalecki
Leadership Award
Sponsored by Windstream
|eanne |ansenius
Sewanee: The University of the South
This award recognizes outstanding leadership
among ACUTA members and honors the
memory of past president Ruth A. Michalec-
ki of the University of Nebraska Lincoln.
The person selected for this award moti-
vates and fosters collaboration to accomplish
the goals, objectives, and mission of his or
her institution or company; actively partici-
pates in the education, professional develop-
ment, and mentoring of other professionals;
demonstrates initiative in creating programs,
projects, or activities that impact the commu-
nity; and engages in activities that directly
benefit ACUTA or the broader higher educa-
tion community.
This year's winner is feanne fansenius
from Sewanee: the University of the South.
Since )eanne joined ACUTA in 1995, she has
served as chair of the Program Committee,
as Director-at-Large, and as president in
2OO2-03. After years of board service, she has
remained involved by serving on the |ournal
Editorial Review Board and the Legislative/
Regulatory Affairs Committee and writing
the "DC at a Glance' column inthe AC{.ITA
eNews for two years. She is currently the
chair of the Publications/Media Committee
and serves on the Ambassadors Task Force.
Jeanne has mentored several ACUTA
members into leadership positions within the
association and gives of her time and advice
freely. Her activities within ACUTA earned
her the association's most prestigious award,
the Bill D. Morris Award, in 2005.
ACUTA Award s 2012
|eri Semer
Volunteer Recognition
Award
Arthur Brant
Abilene Christian University
The |eri Semer Volunteer Recognition
Award, a new award this year, is presented
annually to a committee or subcommittee
member; institutional, corporate affiliate,
associate, or emeritus member who has
provided extraordinary service.
From nominees submitted by volun-
teer leaders and ACUTA staff, the winner
each year is selected by the president-elect,
immediate past president, and executive
director.
This award was created by the Board of
Directors in the fall of 201 1 to honor feri
Semer, ACUTA executive director from
t994-20rr.
Arthur Brant, director, enterprise infra-
structure at Abilene Christian University,
has been a member of ACUTA since 2007.
His service to the association includes serv-
ing as chair of the Social Networking, New
Media, and Web Resources Subcommittee;
writing articles for the ACUTA lournal
and eNews; doing presentations at ACU-
TA events; being a webinar presenter; and
much more.
Arthur's expertise and his enthusiasm
will serve him well in his next challenge:
He is the new chair-in-training for the
Program/Content Committee.
We appreciate Arthur, value his con-
tribution to ACUTA, and Iook forward to
great things in the future.
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THE DEVICES ARE COMING...
IS YOUR CAMPUS READY?
Hand-held devices like smartphones and tablets are rapidly becoming
the primary way that students access the lnternet. According to a recent
EDUCAUSE study, more than half of all college students used mobile devices to
get on the network in January 20'l 1, compared with only l0 percent in 2008.
Across the nation, lT administrators agree that the student network of 2Oi2
is facing bandwidth and mobility challenges like never before.
By partnering withAPOGEE Apogee, schools can meet and exceed student
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. 64-bit encr.vptiott ensures a secure conversatiotl
. Kensington lock provides added theft protection ofheadset base.
. Up to 450ft. of wireless range gives users the freedom to multi-task
r.vith nrinimum etficienc-v and from an-vrvhere in the oftlce.
. Free firmware upgrades througlr Jabra PC Sr-rite ntakes this head
set a future proof- investment.
